1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has played a major role in genetic analysis since its discovery by Mullis et al., in 1983 ([@bib61]). Nowadays, PCR is an integral tool of modern biotechnology processes and biological identification. Due to the growing demands of on-site diagnosis in medicine, the realization of point-of-care (POC) PCR strategies has garnered much attention ([@bib57]). PCR has dramatically enhanced the detection of low levels of pathogens by amplifying their dedicated deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) fragment with high precision and accuracy ([@bib30]). Several million copies of DNA can be generated from a single molecule through only few cycles of PCR. Thus, PCR has been used for diagnosing many infectious diseases, such as HIV ([@bib48]), the coronavirus genus ([@bib16]; [@bib29]), Epstein--Barr virus ([@bib77]), and eubacterial ([@bib28]; [@bib50]) and *Escherichia coli* infections ([@bib27]; [@bib37]). In principle, this method can be applied to other taxonomic groups of pathogens (e.g., families, genus, species of viruses, bacteria, and fungi) by designing a broad-range PCR assay ([@bib18]). DNA amplification is performed using thermal cycling, with a high degree of control of stable and uniform temperature distribution being attributed to array structures ([@bib3]; [@bib63]), microchannel heat exchangers ([@bib59]), membrane-based microfluidics ([@bib11]), and doped hybrid materials ([@bib64]). [@bib3] demonstrated a novel measurement technique where the heat and mass transfer process was analyzed within surface structures with unprecedented detail. Useful pillars occupied a narrow range between 0.5 and 10 μm, with the optimum at 2 μm, thus illustrating the challenges of enhancing surface heat transfer through the incorporation of surface array patterns in a microstructure with high heat and mass flux in the absence of the types of microscale data and physical insights provided here.

A graphene-based material is promising as a candidate platform for biosensors because of its high surface-area-to-volume ratio, excellent conductivity, small band gap favorable for sensitive electrical and electrochemical abilities ([@bib79]; [@bib20]; [@bib46]), and tunable optical properties for absorbance and reflectance such as plasmonics and fluorescence ([@bib36]; [@bib34]; [@bib67]). In general, laser ablation enables the removal of a material without the use of lithographic masks, and other predetermined patterns commonly used in the fabrication of biosensing devices ([@bib42]; [@bib10]; [@bib72]). To pattern a graphene-base device, laser-ablated graphene (LAG) has been proposed as a potential fabrication method, with its selective ablation, configurability, and versatility. [@bib44] fabricated a flexible, highly sensitive non-enzymatic glucose sensor by using DVD laser patterned graphene as a flexible conductive substrate. This glucose sensor demonstrated excellent catalytic activity for glucose oxidation and a linear glucose detection range from 1 μM to 4.54 mM, with a high sensitivity and a low detection limit (0.35 μM). [@bib71] reported the development of LAG electrodes by using locally sourced materials for reagent-free food safety biosensing. This amperometric biosensor exhibited satisfactory electrochemical performance, with an average histamine sensitivity of 23.3 μA/mM, a lower detection limit of 11.6 μM, and a response time of 7.3 s for biogenic amines. [@bib4] proposed an ultra-sensitive biosensor using a method of laser-induced graphene to perform the patterned electrodes. The porous multilayer graphene structures were produced on a polyimide (PI) substrate and showed a resistivity of 102.4 ± 7.3 Ω/square. Based on the cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, the detection limit for chloramphenicol at redox was 0.62 nM where the linear response range was controlled from 1 nM to 10 mM.

The use of graphene film has dominated the printed electrode technique for biomedical devices ([@bib17]; [@bib8]; [@bib42]). However, the patterning area and complexity in graphene-based fabrication require considerable improvement in the quality of laser pulse machining. Compared with the conventional laser technologies, the ultrafast laser processing (e.g., picosecond or femtosecond laser) with the minimal heat affected zone has particular advantages of high efficient and precise for micromachining ([@bib66]; [@bib6]). This type of laser has a short pulse duration and high peak power intensity, which can induce the non-linear absorption in the material during irradiation and offers the advantages of more precise resolutions ([@bib9]). As a result, the ablated structures and devices will obtain higher efficiency and better flexibility after ultrafast laser micromachining without the need for post-processing ([@bib58]; [@bib75]). Additionally, the thermal diffusion to the laser-ablated around the area is very limited (i.e., the ultrafast excitation only occurs within the focal spot), which can be a very attractive feature of high-resolution ultrafast laser processing of graphene films.

BK virus (BKV), a human polyomavirus, is a non-enveloped double-stranded DNA virus with an approximately 5000-base-pair circular genome that encodes structural proteins (VP-1, -2, and -3) and regulatory agnoprotein ([@bib1]). BKV is widely recognized as a major cause of kidney transplant dysfunction and subsequent allograft failure. Moreover, this virus may remain latent in the epithelial cells of the renal tubule which eluding detection until the infected cells of a patient with BKV nephropathy undergo lysis, the BKV detection is one of most urgent issue for the clinical patients of renal transplantation ([@bib78]; [@bib65]; [@bib31]; [@bib68]). The virus leaks into the renal tubular lumen, showing a viral titer of 10^5^ to 10^7^ copies/mL in urine ([@bib25]; [@bib21]; [@bib2]). Currently, a PCR-based method is still the most frequently applied technique for detecting viral DNA in urine for clinical diagnosis ([@bib25]; [@bib62]). However, this requires expensive, fixed equipment, unsuitable for field or POC applications. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an inexpensive, easy-to-use, and reliable alternative device for monitoring BKV in POC applications. To the best of our knowledge, the efficiency of PCR depends on the ability of the DNA sample to disperse, as well as the rate of thermal cycling. Compared with the different thermal cycling technologies (such as thermoelectric, photonic, electromagnetic induction and microwave), the method utilizing Joule heating in rapid thermal cycling is easy to integrate with the PCR device ([@bib52]; [@bib14]; [@bib43]; [@bib70]). The thermal device of Joule heating utilizing LAG technique has been fabricated with high stability and good thermoelectric conversion efficiency in our previous studies ([@bib5]; [@bib6]).

Most researchers have very little experience in studying for the topics of DNA amplification by Joule heating. This is the first study to report an alternative BKV detection method by using a graphene-based device as a microheater and a LAG technique for DNA amplification, in which the LAG technique can provide Joule heating and hydrophilic surface characteristics to improve the efficiency of PCR. Because graphene interacts extremely well with DNA templates or primers, it may also enhance PCR specificity ([@bib45]). The addition of graphene improves the formation of a matched primer template complex, suppresses a mismatched complex, and favors PCR amplification ([@bib32]; [@bib74]; [@bib12]). Therefore, the unique electro-thermal properties of picosecond laser (PS-laser) patterned multilayer graphene (MLG) with the mechanism of surface structures can provide the excellent on-chip sensing device for BKV DNA amplification. The suitability of these laser patterned MLG thin-film electrodes was the one-step manufacturing process for being tested with PCR thermocycling. Thereby, the stable and uniform temperature distribution was reported throughout all temperature ranges covering template denaturation, primer annealing, and extension. Herein LAG technique has the ability to precisely and fast ablate the design of tiny graphene electrodes for forming the temperature-control device, which can be developed into portable devices and used in small handheld devices for DNA amplification, and even for preventive biomedical applications, such as identification of antibacterial or antagonistic activity of probiotics ([@bib19]; [@bib35]).

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Materials and equipments {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------

The MLG thin-film formed by graphene ink (model: I-MS18, Enerage Inc., Taiwan). The programmable picosecond laser ablation system (PS-laser, model: Awave-532 nm Series Laser, Advanced Optowave Co., Ltd., USA). The copper foil tape (model: 3313, 3 M, USA). The conductive silver adhesive (model: OP-901, Double-O Technology Co., Ltd., Taiwan). Wire bonded by a soldering tin (lead-free solder wire, model: W3050 RMA, Ku Ping Enterprise Co., Ltd., Taiwan). The PCR reaction vessel (microcentrifuge tube, model: MB-P02, Gunster Biotech Co., Ltd., Taiwan). The UV adhesive (model: 5801, LOCTAI Enterprise Co., Ltd., Taiwan). The power supply (model: GPC-6030D, GW Instrument Co., Ltd., Taiwan). The K-type thermocouple (model: midi Logger GL240, Graphtec, Japan). The ultrapure water (ultrapure water purification system, model: Milli-Q Integral, Merck Ltd., Taiwan). The mineral oil (model: 69797, Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., Taiwan). The LabVIEW controller (Version 2015 SP1, National instrument Company, USA). The BKV was isolated from a patient\'s urine (IRB No. 1-102-05-124, NDMC, Taiwan), and cultured using Vero cell (ATCC CCL-81, Bioresource Collection and Research Center, Taiwan). The buffer-based DNA extraction kit (TX-CD01, TOOLS, Taiwan). The invitrogen platinum PCR SuperMix and high fidelity product were purchased from Life Technologies Corporation in Taiwan. The UV spectrometer (model: GeneQuant 1300, GE Healthcare Life Science, USA). The characteristics of HA-RTC PCR device were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; model: Helios NanoLab 1200+, FEI, USA), thermal imager (model: KT-80, Sonel, Poland) and ImageJ software (version 1.52c, National Institutes of Health, USA). The electrophoresis of genomic BKV DNA was analyzed by using agarose gel (No. 15628019, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., USA) and electrophoresis cell (model: MT-108, Major Science, Taiwan).

2.2. Design and fabrication of PCR device {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------

The fabrication process of a hole-array rapid thermal cycling (HA-RTC) PCR device is illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} . The HA-RTC PCR device included a two-layer stack consisting of a soda-lime glass substrate and an MLG thin film. First, a glass was cut into dimensions of 6 mm × 5 mm × 0.4 mm by using a diamond knife, and this glass was used as an HA-RTC PCR device substrate; sequentially, it was cleaned using acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water for 5 min through ultrasonication. Graphene ink was applied to homogeneous MLG thin films on a 0.4-mm-thick glass substrate model by using a two-step spin-coating process (3000 rpm and 4500 rpm for 20 s each). To remove organic solvents from graphene ink, the MLG thin film was heated at 130 °C at 90 min for curing and drying. After an MLG thin film had formed on the glass substrate, hole arrays patterned on the thin-film layer were ablated using a programmable picosecond laser writing directly to form graphene electrodes for HA-RTC device. The graphene electrodes consisted of hole arrays where the electrode size of both square and gap were 250 μm. The dimensions of HA-RTC device were 6 mm in length, 5 mm in width, and 0.4 mm in height. And the effective heating area of device were 2.75 mm length 2.25 mm in width, and 13 μm in height. The MLG thin film/glass was attached to a copper foil tape, conductive silver adhesive, and wire bonding with a soldering tin to form conductive pads. Next, the PCR reaction vessel was attached to the MLG thin-film surface by using a UV adhesive fixed with a UV lamp exposing bonding surface interfaces for surface curing. Finally, a power supply was connected to two conductive pads. And a K-type thermocouple was measured with the tip of probe to monitor the heating temperature when installed PCR reaction vessel. After the PCR reaction vessel was filled with BKV culture, PCR reagents, ultrapure water, and mineral oil, the HA-RTC PCR device was operated using LabVIEW. The power supply offered a stable voltage of 25-V, 18-V and 22-V outputs for heating the surface during DNA amplification in 30 cycles using the LabVIEW system controller.Fig. 1Schematic illustration of the fabrication process of HA-RTC PCR device.Fig. 1

2.3. PCR device fabrication {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

The PS-laser hole-array patterning technique for fabricating an HA-RTC device was based on the ablation of the MLG thin film spin-coated on the glass substrate. The PS-laser setup for fabricating the graphene electrodes consisted of a diode-pumped solid-state laser operating at 532 nm combined with a galvanometric scanner system for the output laser beam. The electrode structures were formed by the laser average power in range of 0.9--2.5 W based on the corresponding to the threshold fluence in range of 2.45--4.72 J/cm^2^ with 7 ± 2 ps pulse duration. Here, the optimal laser parameters of average power, repetition rate, and scanning speed were 2.5 W, 300 kHz, and 500 mm/s, respectively. The beam was focused by the F-Theta lens with a focal length of 105 mm that provided a uniform irradiance distribution over a working area of 60 × 60 mm^2^. The laser-obtained beam spot size using this F-θ lens, determined at 1/e^2^ of the Gaussian profile (beam quality factor M^2^ \< 1.3) was 15 μm. To fabricate graphene electrodes, the laser beam was focused on the surface of the MLG thin-film layer. At a laser fluence below the damage threshold of the glass substrate (4.72 J/cm^2^) and above the ablation threshold of the MLG thin film (2.45 J/cm^2^) with a pulse overlap of 66%, the selective MLG thin-film layer according to the graphene-based electrode design can be removed. The CCD camera and LED light were installed to in-situ monitor the PS-laser process.

2.4. Virus culture and PCR reagents {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------

BKV used in this experiment was a gift from Dr. Liu Cheng-Che (Department of Physiology, National Defense Medical Center, Taipei, Taiwan.). The cultured BKV budded in the medium of infected Vero cell on the 19th day, and the supernatant was collected for the following tests. Viral DNA was extracted using a buffer-based DNA extraction kit. The Invitrogen Platinum PCR SuperMix, High Fidelity product and primers that used in this experiment were specifically selected to amplify 354-bp BKV VP1 fragments ([@bib33]; [@bib38]; [@bib62]). They were synthesized by Genomics Bioscience and Technology Corporation (Taiwan), and using the following sequences: 5′-AAGTTCTAGAAGTTAAAACTGGG-3′ (forward) and 5′-GTGGAAATTACTGCCTTGAATAGG-3′ (reverse). The reagent mixture for the PCR reaction (25 μL) was composed of 13 μL of Platinum PCR SuperMix, 1 μL of each primer, 3 μL of BKV genomic DNA and 8 μL of ultrapure water. Herein the mineral oil can be the fixed volume (2.5 μL). Except mineral oil, the final volume of each reaction was 25 μL for the sample, in which the concentration of BKV DNA was adjusted by varying the volume of ultrapure water. The optical density of genomic BKV DNA was quantified using a UV spectrometer. The initial genomic BKV DNA content varied from 1.5 × 10^−5^ pg/copies (equivalent to 4.8 × 10^5^ genomic copies/sample) to 5 × 10^−6^ pg/copies (equivalent to 1.6 × 10^5^ genomic copies/sample).

2.5. Characterization {#sec2.5}
---------------------

The surface morphology of formed graphene electrodes on the HA-RTC PCR device was characterized through scanning electron microscopy. The thermal image of the HA-RTC PCR device was captured using a thermal imager. The band brightness of gel electrophoresis was analyzed using the open-source ImageJ software. The genomic BKV DNA was then mixed with 2 μL of buffer and analyze through gel electrophoresis with 1% agarose gel at 100 V for 30 min, together with a 100-bp DNA ladder.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. DNA amplification by PCR device {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------

[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the operation of HA-RTC PCR device with the aforementioned stable and uniform temperature distribution. Preliminary experimentation employing the RTC microheater was performed. PCR efficiency is affected by interactions between the device surface, and the biomolecules in the PCR solution (including mineral oil of identical temperature for the sample as a reaction mixing overlay). Due to the mechanism of surface structures on PCR device, suitable surface treatment is required to ensure the success of PCR on-chip device for DNA amplification ([@bib22]). Considering that the increased heat transfer on the device can facilitate thermal equilibrium, the reaction time could further be reduced. Due to the hydrophobicity of the spin-coated graphene thin film, the PCR reagent has a large contact angle (CA) and height, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b shows the hydrophilic surface of a graphene electrode having a hole arrays structure, the lower droplet height and CA enabling more heat flux and thermal conductivity during heating, thereby improving thermal efficiency. ([@bib13]; [@bib76]; [@bib23]). In this study, the spin-coated graphene with the CA of 110±1° was measured that thin-film device surface ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a) was hydrophobic, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c. After forming the graphene electrodes with hole arrays structures ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b), the structure property of PS-laser-ablated surface on thin-film device can be the hydrophilic surface where CA was 44±1°, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d. These binary structures of the hole-array patterns and the MLG sheets have demonstrated the wetting characteristics of the material surface, which can indicate that HA-RTC PCR device has wettability gradient surface ([@bib41]; [@bib53]). PS-laser ablated patterns of hydrophilic surface permitted wettability modification of a hydrophobic surface (graphene layer). The ablated surface can generate the required surface tension gradient for the design of PCR device for DNA amplification. The temperature monitoring and microheater inside the PCR device along a programmable controller were used to form a temperature control module, which can perform the precise on-chip platform of PCR thermal cycling. Finally, the detecting gene for BKV was amplified and detected.Fig. 2Schematic of the HA-RTC PCR device with stable and uniform temperature distribution: (a) The hydrophobic surface of the spin-coated graphene. (b) The hydrophilic surface of the graphene electrodes with hole-array structures. (c) CA measurement for image of the hydrophobic surface of the spin-coated graphene. (d) CA measurement for image of the hydrophilic surface of the graphene electrodes with hole arrays structures.Fig. 2

3.2. Surface morphology of the graphene-based device by picosecond laser pulses {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The surface morphologies of the MLG thin film and glass substrate of the HA-RTC device were measured using LSCM and SEM. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} a shows the micrographs of laser ablation with a fluence of 4.72 J/cm^2^, a repetition rate of 300 kHz, and a scanning speed of 500 mm/s to form the hole-array patterns of MLG thin film on the glass substrate, which can be measured using LSCM. These patterned MLG thin films were uniform and smooth, and the ablated patterns had sharp corners and straight edges, as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c shows the surface structures of the MLG thin film on a glass substrate measured using SEM. The exposed graphene sheets at the glass substrate surface showed its multilayer characteristics, which were measured by Raman spectrum (514 nm excitation). The sharp peaks of MLG were the G band (1580 cm^-1^), the 2D band (2720 cm^-1^) and a low-intensity disorder-induced D band (1354 cm^-1^) ([@bib24]; [@bib5]). After this type of ultrafast laser patterning at a well-controlled low threshold fluence, the MLG thin films were completely removed and a clean edge was produced ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d and 3e). To control-experiments of comparison between different surface structures, the laser-material interactions and subsequent material removal must be considered the damaged substrate, material residue and surface patterned structures in which the PS-laser with a non-linear mechanism can be uniquely distinct from traditional thermal ablation ([@bib49]; [@bib15]; [@bib7]). This observation proved that the laser-ablated glass substrates appeared to be without damage or incomplete residue structures, with the MLG thin films removed completely, as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}f.Fig. 3(a, b) LSCM images of 4 × 4 hole-array patterns of MLG thin film on glass substrate. (c) SEM image of MLG thin-film surface morphologies and locally magnified multilayer graphene structures. (d) SEM image of laser-ablated edge patterns of MLG thin film on glass substrates and its enlarged images (e, f).Fig. 3

3.3. Graphene-based heating device with hole-array patterns {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the heating performance of the hole-array patterned graphene-based device, input voltages were supplied to the heating device through the MLG thin-film electrodes. The heating behavior of the graphene-based device as a function of time is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} a. By increasing the voltage from 5 to 25 V, the steady-state temperature (thermally stable condition) reached after 60 s could be increased from 30 to 90 °C. The temperature of the MLG thin film increased rapidly when voltages above 5 V were applied, with the maximum temperatures attained within 10 s and remaining constant over time. When the applied voltage was turned off for 60 s, the temperature decreased to room temperature in less than 30 s. However, it can be found that the maximum temperature increased significantly with respect to the applied voltage increment, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. This growth in the maximum temperature relative to the applied voltage is consistent with temperature-electric power curves, supporting the fact that electric power is effectively transformed as heat. Moreover, the total electric power (power consumption) of the MLG thin film was formed as a heater to be calculated by basic electrical formulas. The temperature could be controlled by the electrical power *P* with the applied voltage to operate the heating device where the equations can be written as (Kang et al. 2011; Jung et al. 2013): *P* = *IV* = *V* ^*2*^ */R. V* is the applied voltage from the power supply, *I* is the electric current, and *R* is the resistance of the MLG thin film (100 Ω).Fig. 4(a) Time-dependent temperature changes in the MLG thin-film structure at various applied voltages from 5 to 25 V. (b) Steady-state temperature of the MLG thin film as a function of electric power with applied voltage. (c) A typical digital image of the MLG thin film after PS-laser hole-array patterning. (d) The MLG thin film (PCR device) can be used with an applied voltage of 25 V for electric heating experiments where the infrared thermal image of the DNA amplification at the temperature is 94 °C.Fig. 4

[Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c shows a photograph of the laser ablated device, which can be the hole-array patterned MLG thin film for the electric heating measurement (i.e., the design of HA-RTC PCR device). With an applied voltage of 25 V, the steady-state temperature of graphene-based device momentarily increased. The infrared thermal image of the PCR device at their steady-state temperature distribution (e.g., a set temperature of 94 °C) can be shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d. It should be noted that the temperature distribution of on-chip device consisted of the entire base surface of the PCR reaction vessel, thus allowing for the homogenous heating during RTC process. Thermally uniform conditions were observed in the amplified image ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d). And it indicated that the PCR reaction vessel does not affect the temperature control of MLG microheater.

3.4. Temperature control of the HA-RTC device for PCR thermal cycling {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the effect of device temperature on thermal cycling performance, measurement based on a data acquisition module and a power output control module was performed using a stable applied voltage and continuous temperature monitoring, as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} a. Temperature control using a programmable HA-RTC device to obtain precise temperature rise and decay characteristics is a critical factor for successful PCR. The response characteristics of HA-RTC device were measured by applying the voltage to obtain three different temperatures of 94 (denaturation), 50 (annealing), and 72 °C (extension) for 15 cycles in 70 min. The thermal cycle was achieved using different applied voltages of 25, 18, and 22 V corresponding to these temperatures; the relationship thus obtained is shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. The HA-RTC device\'s temperature increased and decreased rapidly when voltage was applied, with an extremely short rising time (10 s) from room to steady-state temperature (94 °C) ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, insert). And that it ended up with 30 cycles in 140 min for a final extension (the last RTC step), which can be the final phase of thermal cycling for the expected ended-point on-chip PCR. Temperature deviations of less than ±1 °C at the annealing and extension temperature was comparable to the conventional 96-well Peltier-based thermal cyclers (Carter et al. 2010). These results demonstrated the validity of the HA-RTC device for applications such as in PCR chip and cell culturing. Through a direct technique, the rapid thermal cycling of the on-chip device could reduce the total reaction time ([@bib51]; [@bib54]).Fig. 5(a) Experimental setup with power supply and data logger for testing the HA-RTC PCR device for DNA amplification. (b) Relationship obtained by applying a thermal cycle of 94 °C, 50 °C, and 72 °C for 15 cycles with a duration of 40, 60, and 120 s, respectively; a 15-sec segment is shown. Verification of the HA-RTC PCR device is shown in (c). (d) The resulting calibration curve of different DNA amplified cycles. Bar plots represent mean ± S.D. from 3 independent detections.Fig. 5

To verify the DNA amplification on HA-RTC device, the control reactions of PCR on-chip system with 1.6 × 10^5^ copies of genomic BKV DNA were thermocycled in a range of 15--30 cycles, as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c. It can be found that the effect of formed device on thermal performance during the thermal cycles, i.e., DNA amplification performance at different cycle numbers. The reaction droplets had a fixed volume of 25 μL, with 3 μL of target DNA, and the amplification products of the 354 bp. Moreover, the HA-RTC PCR device showed a bright target BKV DNA band that indicated well-established nucleic acid amplification. The intensity of calibration curve and the amplified cycles of BKV DNA are proportional to the increase in the number of cycles, as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d. The feasibility of a proof-of-concept in PS-laser ablated thin-film process to form a rapid thermal cycling device was performed.

3.5. HA-RTC device for DNA amplification {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------

To determine the effectiveness of the HA-RTC PCR device, amplification on a sample with a known low DNA concentration (diluted DNA solution) was performed, as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} a. For dilution tests, thermocycled reactions containing genomic BKV DNA with target volumes ranging from 1 to 2.5 μL (equivalent to 1.6 × 10^5^ genomic copies) were used. The detection limit of the proposed method can be as low as 1 μL for BKV. Amplification was verified by gel electrophoresis: identifying band intensity in the appropriate molecular weight of 354 bp. The relative band intensity of DNA increased with the addition of 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 μL of genomic BKV DNA to the reagent, as shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b. We observed that this produced a positive intensity ranging from 3.5% (1 μL of BKV DNA) to 100% (2.5 μL of BKV DNA). The bands are separated by molecular weight; that is, more strands of DNA of a particular molecular weight. This could be attributed to the fact that the excellent heating abilities of HA-RTC PCR device (heating rate of 13 °C/s), resulted in greater enzymatic activity in nucleic acid amplification. The dilution test results confirmed that the HA-RTC PCR device was sufficiently sensitive, with a detection limit of 5 × 10^-6^ pg/μL for genomic BKV DNA.Fig. 6(a) Gel electropherogram showing the results of the dilution test. Genomic BKV DNA in the range from 1 to 2.5 μL was thermocycled for 15 cycles, and the HA-RTC PCR device with the lowest BKV DNA content (5 × 10^-6^ pg/μL) produced a visible band. (b) The results of relative BKV band intensity at various volumes of BKV DNA.Fig. 6

[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison of PCR devices at different fabrication techniques for DNA amplification. In terms of detection limit, the proposed HA-RTC device utilizing LAG technique can be used not only as a microheater, but also to increase the amplified concentration of genomic BKV DNA by continuous thermal control. For instance, the conventional photolithography was to be used to fabricate the PCR device, it would need complex patterned masks for each step of the process ([@bib69]). It is also well-known that the reagents for surface chemical modification through successive exchange of reactants for bio-specific detection of PCR, are still complex and not suitable for mass production ([@bib47]; [@bib73]; [@bib40]; [@bib55]). To determine a one-step manufacturing process for an on-chip PCR device, this work demonstrates the feasibility of the thin-film PCR device with LAG technique for human polyomavirus diagnosis, which can achieve the detection limit of BK virus DNA to 5 × 10^-6^ pg/μL by way of amplification through the use of PS-laser hole arrays electrode structure patterned of MLG thin film.Table 1Comparison of the proposed PCR device at different fabrication techniques for DNA amplification.Table 1Fabrication methodMaterialTargetLimit of detectionSequence (5′--3′)Reference**LAG**MLG thin filmBK virus5 × 10^-6^ pg/μL(f) AAGTTCTAGAAGTTAAAACTGGG\
(r) GTGGAAATTACTGCCTTGAATAGGThis study**Electrochemical**Graphene/ZnO nanocomposite-modified SPCEAvian influenza H5N1 virus7.4357 × 10^-6^ M(f) GGTTACCATGCAAACAACTCGACAGAGC\
(r) ATTGTAACGACCCATTGGAGCACATCCATAAGLow et al.**Surface plasmon resonance**GO-AuNPsmiRNA-14110^-15^ MUAACACUGUCUGGUAAAGAUGGWang et al.**Electrostatics-driven**GO-1-PPiPrimers of C2-EGFP6.5 × 10^-8^ M(f) GAACAAGGATCCGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGAGCT\
(r) CCGTAACTCGAGCGGTACAGCTCGTGCATGGCLee et al.**Electrochemical**p-RGO/AuNPs/CILEProbe ssDNA3.17 × 10^-14^ mol/LNH~2~-TGGCGGCACATTTGTCACTGCANiu et al.**Electrospinning/microfluidic**Carbonization of SU-8 nanofiberSalmonella10 CFU/mLTATGGCGGCGTCACCCGACG\
GGGACTTGACATTATGACAGThiha et al.[^1]

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

In this study, an HA-RTC PCR device was successfully fabricated using PS-laser-ablated MLG films and employed in BKV DNA amplification. The LAG technique demonstrated the one-step manufacturing thin-film PCR. The feasibility of the device was determined on the basis of temperature control in sequential experiments, which revealed significantly more rapid amplification of BKV DNA. The hole-array graphene-based heaters displayed stable and uniform temperature distribution. The MLG thin film could be ablated from the glass substrate with minimal ablation damage, a fluence of 4.72 J/cm^2^, a repetition rate of 300 kHz, and a scanning speed of 500 mm/s to form the HA-RTC PCR device. Moreover, surface property of MLG PCR device with hydrophilic pattern sites here was required to be the use of forensic DNA evidence. The BKV marker could complete the diagnosis through PCR amplification of a 354-bp VP1 fragment in 70 min on this on-chip device, proving that the heating device fabricated with MLG thin film-based electrodes had satisfactory thermal characteristics with a stable temperature cycle using a programmable control system. For the feasibility of the BKV clinical test, the results revealed that the HA-RTC PCR device could be used for low-cost, rapid, easy-to-use gene testing in environmental and medical fields. The proposed setup platform offers a solution for accurate and portable POC PCR devices for diagnostic purposes.
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[^1]: **SU-8**: SU-8 photoresist, **CFU**: Colony-forming unit, **ZnO**: Zinc oxide, **SPCE**: Screen printed carbon electrode, **GO**: Graphene oxide, **1**: Probe 1, **PPi**: Pyrophosphat, **p-RGO**: Partially reduced graphene oxide, **AuNPs**: gold nanoparticles, **CILE**: carbon ionic liquid electrode. **f**: forward, **r**: reverse, **LAG**: laser ablation graphene.
